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APPELLATE CEIM INAL— FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Murray Goidts Trotter, K t., Chief Justice,
Mr. Justice Devadoss and Mr. Justice Beasley.

ms, YEEBAPPA GOUNDAN and six othees. Accused.^
.T finu iuy 27 .
--------------FrocedtLre Code (F  of 1908)  ̂ sec. 307—Reference

under—Question for High Court— Whether Judge's view of 
jiir fs  verdict justified, by the evidence— I f  not, jury's verdict 
to he confirmed—Righ Gourt’s duty 7iot to retry case, (le 
iioYOj as i f  no trial in Sessions Gourt— Jury primarily tribu
nal to find facts.

On. a reference under section 307 of the Code of Criimnal 
Procecliu’e;, tlie only question the High Coiirt will concern itself 
■with is, whether the Judge’s view of the yerdict of the jury, 
as being perverse  ̂ or unreasonable, or altogether against the 
weight of the evidence in the case, is justified by the evidence, 
and if it is of opinion it is not, the High Court will confirm the 
verdict of the Jury. It is not the duty of the High Court to 
re-try the whole case de oiovo, as if there had been no trial in 
the Sessions Court at all.

The jury is made primarily the tribunal to find the facts : 
and it is not for the Iligli Court to interfere with the verdict of 
tlie jury unless it is unreasonable.

Solomo7i V. Baton , (1881) 8 176, followed.

Kefeeenoe under section 307 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1898, by the Assistant Sessions Judge of the 
Coimbatore Division in Case No. 91 of the calendar for 
1927.

This Reference coming on f o r  h e a r in g ,  the C o u r t  

(P h il l ip s  a n d  Madeavan Naie, JJ.) m a d e  th e  following

ORDER OP EEPEEENCB TO A PULL BENCH

pHiLiiPs, J.—Fourteen persons were accused of dacoity and 
out of them the jury found accused 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9 guilty.
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and acquitted the rest. The Assistant Sessions Judge disagree- F e e r a p p a  

ing with the Texdict of guilty has referred this case under 
section 307 of t]ie Criminal Procedure Code. The Public 
Prosecutor opposed the reference. Mr. K. Kutti Krishna Menon 
on behalf of the accused supported it and contended that in a 
reference under section 307 the whole case was open before tliis 
Court and that in the words of the section we should consider 
the entire evidence and after giving due weight to the opinions 
of the Sessions Judge and the jury come to our owii conclusion.
His contention was that if on a consideratioii of all the evidence 
ft'e differed from the opinion of the jury we were hound to 
acquit the accused. There is a conflict of decisions as to the 
exact functions of a Court to which reference under section 307 
has been made.

In Dmperor v. GheUan{l) it would appear that the Court 
was of opinion that this Court should arrive at its own judg
ment after giving due weight to the views taken by the 
Judge and the jury as to the guilt or innocence of the accused.
This decision really goes little farther than the words of the 
section itself  ̂ a major portion of the judgment being devoted to 
a consideration of the meaning of the word " opinion In 
Public Frosecutor v. Ahdn,l Rameed(2) it was observed at page 
587_, As far as the case of the eight persons found guilty by 
the jury is concerned^ the effect of the reference is to open 
up the whole case and to render it our duty to consider wbether 
the evidence against each is sufficient to justify a conviction for 
all or any of the offences charged ”  j but it appears that the 
learned Judges held that there had been misdirection and 
material irregularity in the procedure. Neither of tliese cases 
therefore is really authority for the later decision in In re 
Nannikudumha7i{o), where a Bench of this Court consisting 
of SoH W ABE, C.J., and W a l l a c e ,, J.̂  seems to consider that a 
reference under section 307 re-opened the case entirely. Schwabe^
C.J.j observed :

I think the result is that this Courts when faced with that 
dutyj had to make up ifcs own mind realizing^ of course, that it 
has a disadvantage in not having seen the witnesses^ but has a 
freer hand than the Court of Appeal generally has ; and I think 
that if tJxe Court comes to the conclusion on that evidence that 
it should not convict if the case came before it in the capacity
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Veeeappa of a trying JudgGj and in arriving at that coiicliision it mugt 
giye due weight to the fact that other persons have taken other 
views and have seen the witnesses ; in such a case it is the duty 
of this Court to acquit the prisoner. ”

W a i l  AGE j J.j remarks, that in the case of a reference under 
section 307 “ the question whether the verdict in the case is to 
be for acquittal or for conviction is entirely open to the High 
Courtj and left open to it to’.decide after considering the evidence 
and the opinions of the Judge and the jury. The Court is 
bound in no way by these opinions, any more than a Judge 
trying a case with assessors, though he must give due weight 
to the opinion of the assessors, is bound to follow their opinion. 
I  think we are as a Court bound to decide for ourselves whether 
the evidence on which the jury based their verdict of guilty 
is in our eyes sufficient to justify such a verdict."-’ From these 
two judgments it would appear that the learned Judges thought 
that the case was re-opened and that no particular weight should 
be attached to the verdict of the jury. A  different view has 
prevailed in Calcutta and in JSmferor v. Golam Kader{l), 
Gbeaveb, J., held that a verdict of the jury could only be set 
aside if it is such that the Court is constrained to feel that no 
reasonable man could have come to that verdict. Again in 
Mmperor v. Dhananjoy Eaha{^), the prior decisions on the 
point were refuted and it is observed ;

' ‘'But the trend of judicial opinion has been in favour 
of preference of the unanimous verdict of juries on whom the 
duty is imposed by section 299 to decide which view of the 
facts is true/’ and again :

' "As we have said, the view propounded in the case of 
Queen v. Sham Bagdi{Q) still holds the ground, namely, that 
this Court should not interfere with an unanimous verdict of the 
jury unless we can say decidedly that we think that it is clearly 
WTong.'’^

This view was upheld in lEmperor v. E a r Mohan D a sii), 
which appears to be the latest case in that Court and 
Geeates, J."s judgment is cited and approved, although in 
Mamai All v. Emperor{b), Mookerjee, J., who was a party to 
Hmferor v. Dhananjoy Baha{2), seems to decide the case on the
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evidence without specifically coining to the conclusion that the V eesappa 

verdict was peiverse. There are two recent unreported cases ® 
of this Courts Reference No. 22 of 1924 and Eeference No. 11 
of 1925. In the former case Ooutts Teotter^ G J . ,  and 
Madhavan Naie, J., adopted the view in ’EmjperoT v. Golam 
Kader{ 1) and observed :

"  In this country the jury system is part of the law of the 
land dealing with cases which the legislature has enacted shall 
be tried by jury. The country has taken that system for better 
or for worse/"’ and on that ground adopted the view of the 
Calcutta High Court. In the latter case Devadoss and 
W aller^  JJ.  ̂ seem to have taken it as settled that they could 
not interfere unless the verdict is a perverse one. I myself 
think that these latter views of this Court are in accordance with 
the law. Section 307 (3) says;

“  In dealing with the case so submitted the High Court may 
exercise any of the powers which it may exercise on an appeal 
and subject thereto it shall, after considering the entire evidence 
and after giving due weight to the opinions of the Sessions 
Judge and the jury  ̂ acquit or convict . . .

The powers of an Appellate Court are defined in section 423 
and clause (2) of that section iSj “  Nothing herein contained 
shall authorize the Court to alter or reverse the verdict of a 
jury unless it is of opinion that such verdict is erroneous owing 
to a misdirection by the Judge^ or to a misunderstanding on the 
part of the jury of the law as laid down by him.

It therefore seems doubtful to me whether this Court is 
intended to be given greater powers under section 307;, than it 
would have in an appeal from the same trial. The jury are the 
ultimate jadges of fact and their opinion is entitled to the 
utmost weight, and the mere fact that the trial Judgetakes a 
different view does not seriously detract from the weight of the 
jury ’̂s opinion. When section 307 says that due weight shall 
be given to the opinions of the Sessions Judge and the jury, it 
must be kept in mind that the opinion of the juiy on a question 
of fact is entitled to the very greatest weight. It therefore 
seems to me that in a case of reference it is not within the 
province of this Court to examine the evidence and decide for 
itself whether in its opinion the evidence justifies the verdict 
arrived at, but it should examine the evidence to see whether
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v̂ KEEAPPA Upon tliat evidence tlie verdict is such as a reasonable man 
could give. In view of the conflict of opinion on. this point and 
as references are constantly being made it seems desirable to 
refer the matter for the opinion of a Full Bench.

We therefore refer this case for opinion as to whether the 
view es|jressed in In re ^^cimnkiidu?nban(l) or the view expressed 
in Eeference No. 22 of 1924 is the correct one.

Madh.wan Nair, J.— I agree. In deciding the case referred 
to tlie High Court under section 307 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedm'o; I think the trend of opinion in this Court has been 
not to interfere with the verdict of the ;jury unless it is clearly 
and manifestly wrong. As early as 1884 (see 2 Weir, page b89) 
this Court stated that “  upon the decisions of this and other 
High CourtSj we ought not to interfere upon any mere prepon
derance of eviflence, or unless we axe satisfied beyond reasonable 
doubt that the verdict ia so distinctly against the evidence that 
it nitiy be termed a perverse verdict. "̂’ 'This principle was cited 
with approval and the case was followed in Criminal Appeal 
No. ‘1;70 of 1892 (see 2 Weir  ̂page 390). In Reference No. 12 
of 1925 referred to him owing to a difference of opinion between 
two learned Judges, Spencer, J., after referring to In re 
]S(vmiihiiumhftn{\) in support of the position that a duty was 
cast np«.in the High Court of examining the entire evidence and 
canting to a couclusion as to the effect of that evidence whilst 
gi',-ing due weight to the opinion of the Judge and the jnry, 
stated that ordinarily the High Court will not interfere with 
tlie verdict of the jury unless it is clearly and manifestly wrong 
and thari this is tlie expression used in Queen-Unifress v. Mania, 
I)a.yal{'2), as to the condition that would justify the High Court 
convicting an accused who has not been found guilty by the 
jury or acquitting a peison who has been found guilty by the 
jnry.'  ̂ Apparently the learned Judge was not prepared to 
follow Jw re Nannihudumhan(1) to its fullest extent. In 
the case before us we are asked to interfere on the gronnd 
that the preponderance of evidence and the probabilities are in 
favour of the view taken by the Sessions Judge. The 
ground urged is supported by In re NdnniHdumhan{l), but is 
clearly opposed to the principle laid down in the earlier cases 
and given effect to in the recent decisions of this Court. In 
Reference No. 22 of 1924; this Court has expressed the view
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that we can only set aside the verdict of a jury if the yerdiot Vebbappa
is such that the Court is constrained to feel that no reasonable ĵ iVe. ’
man can come to such a verdict/"'

Though the whole case referred is left open for consideration 
by the High OouTt under section 307 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure^ I think that in giving due weight to the opinion of 
the ja ij,  that opinion should not be interfered with unless it is 
clearly and manifestly wrong. I agree for the reasons given by 
my learned brother that the question proposed by him may be 
referred to a Fall Bench.

O n this E,eperence—
Public Prosecutor for the Crown.— Section 307 of the Criminal 

Procedure Code has to be read with section 423 (i:!). Tbe view 
that has the greater support is that the verdict of the jury 
.should not be interfered with except in cases of perversity.
This view hiis prevailed for a long time. See Queen v. Wuzir 
Mnndul{l). The jury are appointed to deal with questions of 
fact. The power of the High Court to set aside the verdict of 
the jury cannot be denied ; The 'E^nfress v. MuJcJmn Kiimar{2).
The test is that laid down in Solomon v. £itton('3)j ‘ ‘ whether 
the verdict was such as reasonable men ought to have given, 
and not upon whether the learned Judge who tried the action 
w a s  dissatisfied or not with the verdict.”  That principle has 
been recogni’zed as a guide in the Indian High Courta  ̂ Reg v. 
Khcmderav Scijirav(4;). There are some decisions iiidicating 
that on a reference the High Court is to form its own opinion 
on the evidence. I submit that this Court should adopt a 
middle course and decide in each case what it would do, giving 
heavier weight to the view of the jury. See I!mj)eror v. lia r  
Mohan Pas{b), Umperor v. Dhcmanjoy Bctha{6).

K. KuttiJcrishna Menon for accused.— The section says 
weight ought to be given to the opinion of the Judge also. There 
is no warrant in the statute for the contention that the opinion of 
the Jury should be preferred to that of the Judge. The benefit of 
the doubt should be given to the accused. In Umperor v. GJiel- 
lan(J) the High Court was held free to come to its own conclu
sion on the evidence. The effect of a reference was to open
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FBEE.vrPA up the wliole case, Fuhlic Brosecntor r. Ahdul HameedQ)- 
considering the entire evidence tlie High Court would, 

not be ill a position to give due weight to the opinions of the 
Judge and the jury, 3mperor v. LyLill{T). In 'Emferor y . 
Yakuh{^) tlie High Court on a reference went into a considera
tion of tlie entire circumstances.

o n m o w .
CocTTs CouTTS T rottee, C J .— Tlie Code of OrimiQal P roce -

'Trottee, C.J, . .
dure, 1898, is quite aenmte as to the position of the 
verdict of a 31117 in the case of an appeal from the verdicfc 
of a jury, whicli is dealt vfith in Chapter X X X I. By  
section 418 it is enacted that “ An appeal may lie on a 
matter of fact as well as a matter of law, except when 
the trial was by jury in which case the appeal shall lie on 
a matter of law only.” And the same view is emphasized 
hy section 42B (2) :  “ Nothing herein contained shall
authorize the Court to alter or reverse the verdict of a 
jury, unless it is of opinion that such verdict is erro- 
npioua owing to a misdirection by the Judge, or to a 
misunderstanding on the part of the jury of the law as 
laid down by him.”

The inference is that the draftsman of the Indian 
Statute was familiar with the English law as laid down 
in Solomon v. Bitton{4) and so far as concerned appeals 
meant to enact that state of things for India. It may 
be useful to examine that decision in reference to the 
state of the law as it then stood. Before the Judicature 
Act, applications for a new trial on the ground that 
the verdict of the jury was against the weight of the 
evidence came before a tribunal whose decision was 
final unless an appeal was taken to the House of Lords, 
and that tribunal almost invariably had as one of its
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members the Judge who had presided at the trial. If he veebappa 
was dissatisfied with the verdict of the jury,” i.e., did in re. ’
not agree with it, he commiinicated that to his brother coms 
Judges and it is obvious from the reports of the day that 
that view of the trial Judge carried great weight with 
the Judges who sat with him. In 1881, when Solomo7i v.
Bitton[l) was decidedj the position was that applications 
for a new trial came in the first instance before a Divi
sional Court, one of whose members might be the trial 
Judge, who could express dissatisfaction with the verdict 
of the jury and communicate that opinion to his col
leagues. But an appeal lay to the newly constituted 
Court of Appeal, which ex hypotliesi could not have the 
trial Judge as one of its members— except of course by 
the accident of an intervening promotion. Solomon v. 
Bitton{l) was tried by L in d le y ,  J., as he then was; the 
jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, and the appli
cation for a new trial came before a Divisional Court of 
three Judges, of whom L in d le y ,  J., was one. He ex
pressed himself as dissatisfied with the verdict; and on 
that, among other grounds, a new trial was ordered. The 
plaintiff appealed against that decision to the Court of 
Appeal, and the case came before J e s s e l ,  M.R., B e e t t ,  

and Cotton", L . ,  JJ., none of whom had had any connexion 
with the trial. They laid down the rule in these words:

The rule on which a new trial should be granted 
on the ground that the verdict was unsatisfactory as 
being against the weight of evidence, ought not to 
depend on the question whether the learned Judge wbo 
tried the action was or was not dissatisfied with the 
verdict, or whether he would have come to the same 
conclusion as the jury, but whether the verdict was 
such as reasonable men ought to have come to.”
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Vkerappa That pronouncement, made 48 years ago, Las never 
)n\e" been questioaed in England, and is enshrined in an even
CoBCTs more definite form in the Indian Statutes so far as

appeals are concerned. Later judicial pronouncements 
have usually preferred the negative to the positive way 
of putting it, having regard to the fact that the onus 
lies upon the party wlio contends that the verdict of the 
jury should be set aside; and the task laid upon him is 
commonly defined as being to sliow that the verdict 
was such as no reasonable men could have come to.’  ̂
Up to 1909 the English authorities, of course, relate to 
verdicts in civil oases. Appeals on the facts are now- 
possible in England in criminal cases at the instance of 
the accused, subject to certain safeguards. It is enacted 
by section 3 of 7 Edw. VII, c. 23.

“ A person convicted of an indictment may appeal 
under this Act to the Court of Criminal Appeal . . .
(h) with the leave of the Court of Criminal Appeal 
or upon the certificate of the Judge who tried him that 
it is a fit case for appeal against his conviofcion on any 
ground of appeal which involves a question of fact 
alone . .

The English decisions on this section are thus sum
marized in the last edition of Arch bold at page 337 and I 
have satisfied myself that the summary is accurate.

Verdict against the weight of evidence.

In order to succeed on this ground it is necessary to 
show that the verdict is imreasonable ox oannot be supported 
having regard to the evidence. It is not sufficient to show 
merely that the case against the appellant was a very weak 
one 5 . . . nor is it enough that the members of the Court
of Cririiinal Appeal feel some doubt as to the correctness of the 
verdict . . . nor that the Judge of the Court of trial has
given a certificate on that ground.”
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But tlie Indian Act lias pi’ovidecl for aDotlier con- ysEBAPpi
( m u  KB AN,

tingency tlian tliafc of appeal. Ifc gives power to tlie "• 
Sessions Judge to send up a case suo motu to the Hio-ii OourK

, ^  TauJXKJi, C.J.
Court in certain circumstances. Those circumstances 
are defined in section 307 (i) and are that the Judge 
should (a) disagree with the verdict of the jurors or the 
majority of the jurors and (b) be clearly o£ opinion that 
ifc is necessary for the ends of justice to submit the case.
That seems to indicate that something more should be 
in the Judge’s mind than a mere disagreement with the 
jurjj or a mere feeling that he would himself have come 
to a different conciuaion. That something more must be 
a conclusion that the verdict was one which reasonable 
men could not have arrived at on the evidence before 
them.

That being the duty of the Sessions Judge, we have 
to look at sub-section 3 to ascertain what is the duty of 
the High Court. The duty is there defined as follows :—

It (i.e.j the High Court)5 shall, after considering 
the entire evidence and after giving due weight to the 
opinions of the Sessions Judge and the jury^ acquit or 
convict the accused.” The wording of the sub-section 
is most unfortunate : it appears on the face of it to 
leave open the very question which has now arisen for 
our decision, and to leave us without real guidance upon 
it. Are we to take it that when the Sessions Judge 
submits such a case to the High Court, the whole 
matter is re-opened, and that we are to try the case as if 
there had been no trial at the sessions at all, or are we 
to have regard to the principle that the verdict of 
a jury shall not be upset unless in the opinion of the 
High Court it is unreason able, and involves a mis
carriage of justice? A  Bench of this Court consisting 
of Sir W altee  Soawabe, C.J., and W allace , J., took the 
former viewj following some earlier authorities in the
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VEEKippi Court. The Calcutta Hich Court has preponderantly
GOO.\D<iN, . ^ . . .  ,

I n  r e .  inclined to the latter view. On a direction to give
CouTTs due weight to the opinions of the Sessions Judge 

thottek, c .j . jury ’* when those opinions are in conflict, it is

easy to urge that, as they cancel one another, the High  
Court must go into the matter de novo ; and the use of 
an imponderable adjective like “  due ” deprives us of an 
assistance which I feel that the statute should have 
given us.

As has already been said, it must be supposed that 
the submission by the Judge involves that in his 
opinion the verdict of the jury was perverse or 
unreasonable or altogether against the weight of 
the evidence— whichever phrase be preferred, When  
the case comes up to the High Court, it seems to 
us that we can and should, without shirking any 
duty imposed upon us by the statute, confine ourselves 
to the question: Was the Judge’s view of the verdict
justified by the evidence ? ’ ’ and if we think it was not, 
to confirm the verdict of the jury. The jury is clearly 
made primarily the tribunal to find the facts; and 
when they have found them in one direction or the 
other, it is not for us to interfere unless the verdict is 
unreasonable. Assuming that Sessions Judges do not 
act under section 307 unless that is their view of 
the verdict in question (and they clearly ought not 
to act unless it is their view), we think that the duty 
of the High Court is discharged when it expresses 
its agreement or disagreement with that view of 
the Sessions Judge. In this case we think that the 
Divisional Bench was quite entitled to take the view (̂ as 
it obviously did) that there was no sufficient material 
before it to conclude that the learned Sessions Judge 
was justified in so regarding this verdict and we remit
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the case to the Dmsiooal Bench with this expression veeeippa
~ . . G o tjk d a n  ,

ot our opinion.
[FjcI. :— Tlie decision of Sir W a l te r  S c h w a b k, GJ,, cTmxs 

and W allace , J., in  Reference No. 5 of 1923 {Li 
Nannihndimiban (192B) 45 M-L.J., 406) must be regarded 
as overruled b j this decision.*

B.C.S.
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APPELLATE CRIM IN AL— F U L L  BENCH.

Before Mr, Justice Ramesam, Air. Justice Waller 
and Mr. Justice Jackson,

THIMMAPFA a n d  e l e v e n  o t h e r s  ( A c c u s e d ) , , 1^528,

P e t it io n e r s ,

V.

THIMMAPFA ( C o m p l a i n a n t ) ,  R e s p o n d e n t .*

Gnminal Procedure Code (V  of 1898 as amended by Act 
o f  1923)^ sec. 162 (1)— Any such statement/' whether 
inclmive of oral statements.

The words “  any such, statement in tlie first paragraph of 
clause (1) of section 162, Criminal Prooednre Code, cover not 
only written statements ,̂ but oral statements as well.

King-IEmjperoT v. M a u n g  T l ia  Din, (1926) I.L.R., 4 Rang., 72 
(F.B.), followed and YenkatasvMioJi v. King-I^mperor, (3 925)
I.L.R., 48 Mad., 640, overruled.

P e t i t i o n  under flections 438 and 439 of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure (V of 1898) praying the High Court 
to revise the conviction and sentence of the Court of 
Session of Anantapnr Division, dated 29th September 
1927 and made in Criminal Appeal No. 19 of 1927 pre
ferred against the judgment in C.C. No. 18 of 1927,

Criminal Eevisioa Case No. 831 of 1937.
Criminal Revision Petition No. 731 of 1927.


